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·Prosecutor " uffaloes" KPD
won't be charged in drunk driving offence
Source: Kearney Daily Hub

In a recent Kearney Hub article
it was brought to light that Buffalo
County's Attorney, Richard Anderson, was observed by Kearney Police officers under the influence of
alcohol after following a traffic
accident Anderson was involved
in.
"He was
under the

lice Steve
Lamken.
According to the
Kearney Pol i c e
Anderson's
car struck a
garage door
at the residence
of
Connie S .
Calderon,
4111 Sunset
Trail,
at
12:18 a.m.
The
Kearney Police Departmentis not pressing chargesagainst
Anderson for driving while intoxicated. Larnken said the officers
investigating the incident did not
request the county attorney to submit to taking a blood alcohol test.
Lamken said drunk driving arrests
require proof suspect was
opperating a motor vehicle on a
public roadway.
When asked by a Hub reporter
about the incident Anderson replied "I'm terribly sorry. It's embarrassing for me," but declined to
comment any further about specifics.
Buddy System
236-8626

The Anti-Lope staff thought that
our readers should be informed
about Anderson because many of
you have been on the recieving end
of his position as county prosecutor. If so, you already know Buffalo County has very severe
punative actions on persons conof

RICHARD

ANDERSON

Michael Kelley
City Attorney
home: 234-9186
office: 237-5133

you can relate to our
Prosecutor's
situation, we
thought that
more sensitive readers
would want
to call Richard Anderson
and tell him
how you feel
about his
little accident. While
you have
Anderson on
the line you
might con-

sider giving him the Buddy System
phone number to keep him from
another "embarrassing " incident.
As a side thought, I've also included the names and phone numbers of a few other people at city
hall who might be interested in
what you have to say about Richard Anderson.

Richard Anderson
County Prosecutor
home: unlisted
office: 236-1222
Steve Lam ken
Police Chief
home: 237-5749
office:237-2104
Ron Larsen
Mayor
home: 234-2194
office: 237-5133

BOYCOTT L'OREAL

L'Oreal may be the world's most
profitable cosmetics company,
but... while i;nore than 350 other
companies have switched to sophisticated non-animal tests or use
known-safe ingredients, L'Oreal
still kills animals.
PETA (People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals) had evidence thatL'Oreal has smeared hair
dyes and other products onto the
raw, abraded skin of guinea pigs
and force-fed make-up, hair color,
shampoo, and perfume to rats. In
one test, tiny mice were wrapped
from head to toe in aluminun foil,
taped to a piece of wallboard and
then fried alive under a sun simulation machine to test a sunscreen
formula.
No animal tests are required by
law, so why doesn't L'Oreal join
the 90's? According to L'Oreal,
"animal test results have been instrumental in [its) winning [legal)
cases or preventing cases from ever
reaching the courts." L'Oreal's tests
are not designed to protect you.

the consumer, in case you sue.
Boycou all L'Oreal products, including products from L'Oreal subsidiaries: Lancome, Ralph Lauren
fragrances, Helena Rubenstein,
Gloria Vanderbilt, Guy Laroche,
Dra1ckar Noir, Cacharel, Ambre
Solaire, Studio Line, Plentitude,
Niosome.
Write to L'Oreal, c/o Mr. Guy
Peyrelongue, President, Cosmair,
575 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
10017, and call (800) 631-7358 tollfree to protest
For leaflets and other "Boycott
L'Oreal" campaign materials, contact PET A's literawre department
Always choose products not
tested on animals, like John Paul
Mitchell, Revlon, and Benetton.
Write to PET A today for a free list
of the hundrw of cruelty-free cosmetics and household products companies.
PEOPLE FOR THE ETIIlCAL
1REATMENT OF ANIMALS
P.O.

Box 42516,

What Do Homosexuals Really Want Anywa~?
Recently I overheard some
people talking about a group of gay
people in California that were trying to pass non-discriminatory legislation so as to become a protected
class. A few of these guys were
mad... "Why should gays get special rights that they already enjoy
under current laws?" Did these
guys really want to have a rational
discussion of the pros and cons of
such a measure?
No they were gay bashing.
They had formed an opinion based
on long held stereotypes and hatred
fora class of people they knew little
about and decided that it was their
"Christian Duty" to stop them.
Many gave away their true feelings
by referring to the homosexuals in
question as "Queers" or "Fags".
How they would love to kick some
queers' ass. This always confused
me, since they viewed gays as weaklings to begin with. What sport was
there in such a lopsided fight? Only
today do I really see how weak a
person is to resort to physical and
verbal abuse of anyone.
Let me just say at this juncture
that I don't believe that everyone
that voices a differing point of view
towards gay people is gay bashing.
But when you put hatred behind
something you don't understand and
advocate violence ... I call it bashing.
The plight of the homosexual
population in many ways parallels
that of all minorities. The slur
words, the stereotype jokes, the biblical references used to keep them
inferior to others. Many groups of
people were and are still saddled
with stereotype images. If you were
Irish you were quick tempered and
a drunk. Afro Americans are all
athletes, drug dealers, prostitutes,
welfare recipients, etc., Jewish
people are all greedy, Iranians all
own 7-11 's and are terrorists.
And of course, homosexuals
are all hair dressers, theatre people,
child molesters and interior decorators. In the classroom setting,
minority people are equal to everyone else but in practice we speak
down to them. In the workplace we
compare achievements of minorities to minorities, not to those of the
general workforce.

Homosexuals are now a
protected class of people on the
U.N.K. campus per state law, (student/teachers/staff) but in reality we
know they fare no beuer than other
minorities.
Whatl'm going to say next
is not intended for all Christians. I
feel most Christians are not bad
people... they just don't really practice what they preach.
Where are all the Christians at
U.N.K.? Those truly following the
example of Christ in dealing with
ALL people. You say one thing ...but
you're doing another. On one hand
you say you don't condemn people
but on the other you pull out half.
truths from the bible to do just that.
Of course YOU tell us you're not
judging these people ... you are only
"discerning" their sins with God's
help. The problem is you don't use
the same measuring stick to rate
your sins as you do others.
For instance...recently I heard
the old tired biblical excuse for condemning gay people. The person
pointed out that the bible says the
seed (sperm) should not be wasted
and that since male to male sex can
notproduceoffspring...gaysaresinners. If we use the same stick of
measurement on all people ...anyone
producing seed for anything less
than reproduction is sinning.
Some fundamental Christians
will not disagree with this . The
"Do's" and"Don'ts" of the bible apply to all they say. But the majority
of the Christians(?) I know want it
both ways. They feel that anyone
different from themselves is wrong
and that God in His infinite wisdom
has given them the right to point out
other's faults. Forget the part of the
bible·that says, "let he who is without sin cast the first stone." College
Christians, by enlarge, don't read
the bible, pray, or go to church
except near exam time (ask the campus ministers).
Why is so much time spent by
many Christians, condemning the
homosexual versus offering a loving hand??? Many gay people don't
expect you to change your point of
view, nor do they ask you

to. They just want you to deal w.
theother98% of their life thatdoesi
revolve around them having se.
They don't expect you to mine
words. If sin is sin fine, just undet
stand that you can't win friend
(souls) by constantly knockin~
people.
Most minority people I know
don't
ask
for
special
consideration... they just wish to be
measured by the same stick everyone else is. Unfortunately, not everyone will play by the rules of
fairness and equal opprotunity so
extra laws must be pul into place. If
you really want to know how a gay
person feels rathec than what you
have heard people say...why not
check it out
You don't know me, but you
have to take my word that I personally know hundreds of homosexuals in the tri-city area. Unless they
told you so... you would never guess
them to be gay. Most feel that in the
same way they did not choose to be
gay ... buttheyare. MostpreferNOT
to make a big issue about itat work.
school or church, so in most cases
they will not reveal themselves to
you. But they are there.
How you decide to treat this
"invisible minority" is up to you. If
you believe homo.sexuality is a sin,
ok, but still love the sinner. You
will never win a soul to Christ by
abusing them.
If you feel homosexuals are no
better or worse than you, then help
stop the verbal gay bashing that
goes on. Be a "SAFE" person for a
gay person to tum to. Out loud tell
your friends that gay people should
not be ridiculed but rather understood.
Join the international support
group "P-FLAG" (Parents And
Friends of Lesbians and Gays)
Which has a local chapter here in
Kearney or the Empty Closet support group. If you have a friend,
brother/sister, parent, aunt/uncle or
co-worker that you know is gay be
supportive, if not of their lifestyle,
at least of them as human beings.
What do homosexuals really
want? Why not find out for yourself?

-Anonymous
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An Election Held Hostage
-Source: T_he Christie Institute

The final humiliation for President Jimmy Carter on Ronald
Reagan's Inauguration Day was the
release of the 52 American hostages held by Iran. The Iranian
captors allowed the hostages to leave
just 30 minutes after Reagan took
oath of office.
But the evidence has now surfaced that lends new credibility to
reports that the Reagan-Bush campaign secretly negotiated a deal with
Iranian representatives to keep the
hostages in captivit}'. until the Republicans won the i980 Presidential election.
The hostage taking was exploited
by the Reagan-Bush campaign as
an example of national humiliation
and weakness. But Reagan campaign officials told Fronlline they
were afraid the Carter Administration would engineer the release of
the hostages before the election, an
"October Surprise" in the words of
Vice Presidential candidate George
Bush, to deprive the Republicans of
their best campaign issues. "There
was concern," Reagan-Bush campaign advisor Martin Anderson told
Frontline, "thatPresidentCarterand
some of his people might try to
arrange a release of the hostages
timed soas to have a major effect on
the election." The campaign organized an "October Surprise Group"
chaired by future National Security
dviser Richard Allen to track: the
Administration's hostage negotiations and plan countermoves.
The "October Surprise" could
be the mother of all scandals, possibly more shamefull than the
Watergate and Iran-contra affairs
rolled into one. Deliberate actions
by private citizens to prevent the
release of American hostages could
expose those responsible to charges
of treason and k:idk:napping.
Despite persistant allegations reported by In These Times, Z
Magizine , The Nation and other
progressive periodicals, the mass
media ignored the story until April,
when an op-ed article by former
national security aide Gary Sick in
the New York Times and a PBS
Frontline documentary reported by
invcstigati ve journalist Robert Parry
gave the allegations a new aura of
respectability.

Sick says he dismissed the allegations at first, but thougth ihe timing of the hostage release 30 minutes after Reagan took lhe oath of
office "was peculiar."
Year's later, Sick's research for a
book on lhe hostage crisis led him
to conclude that the early reports of
a deal between the Reagan campaign and the Iranians were acurate.
"in the course of hundreds of interviews, in lhe U.S., Europe and lhe
Middle East," Sick wrote in the
Times, "I have been told repealedly
that individuals associated wilh lhe
Reagan-Bushcampaignof1980met
secretly wilh Iranian officials to
delay lhe release of American hostages until after lhe Presidential election. For lhis favor, Iran was rewarded with a substantial supply of
arms from Israel."

Sick says he has interviewed
about 15 separate sources who claim
to have direct knowledge of the
secret negotiations between
Reagan-8 ush campaign and lhe Iranians. "[F]inally," said Sick, " I...
passed a point where it was harder
to explain away the people who
were supposedly all lying to me for
reasons that I couldn't understand
than it was to believe that something in fact happened."
Sick's allegations center on William Casey, chair of Reagan's campaign and for six years Director of
Central Intellegcnce in the ReaganBush Administration. Casey, who
died in 1987, reportedly met with
Iranian representatives in Madrid
and Paris before !he November election.
One important source for this
charge is Jamshid Hashemi, an Iranian arms dealer. Hashemi says he
and his brilher Cyrus organized two
meetings in July 1980 between
Casey and an important Iranian
cleric, Mehid Karrubi. The meetings were in a Madrid hotel room.
Hashemi says Casey's proposal
was "blunt." "Casey said the Iranians should hold the hos1.ages until
after the election and the new
Reagan Administration would feel
favorably toward Iran, releasing
miliuu-y equipment and the frozen
Iranian assests,", he told Frontline.
Karrubi and Cassey returned to
Madrid for a second meeting in
August where the Iranian cleric "expressed acceptance," Hashemi said.
"The hostages would be released
after Caner's defeat." Hashemi's
account of the meetings has been
confinned by two other sources,
according to Sick:.
At about the same time as lhe
Cascy-Karrubi meetings in Madrid,
"individuals associated with lhe
Reagan campaign made con1.act
with seniorGovemmentofficials in
Israel, which agreed to as the channel for the arms deliveries to Iran
lhatMr.Caseyhadpromised." Sick
cited two former Israeli intelligence
officers as his sources.
Retired Israeli intelligence officer AriBen-Menashe,claims to have
seen intelligence reports on Casey's
trip to Madrid. "The Americans
agreed to release money and make
promises for the future when
Reagan-Bush tale over (sic) to make
relations bcucr," he told Frontline,
"an.d the Americans also promised
that Ibey would allow arms shipments to Iran.... And Ibis is why
Israel was brought in."
In mid-September 1980 Iraq invaded Iran. The Iranians, now desperate for military supplies, sent an
emissary to Washington. Sick's
sources speculate the Iranians were
following two tracks, negotiating
simultaneous with the United States
Government and the Reagan-Bush
campaign.
Sadegh Tabatabai, Khomeini's
emissary to the United States, told
Frontline that he and the State Departmentquickly reached agreement
on a quid pro quo. The hostages
would be returned and the United

States would release Iranian assets
and arms deliveries frozen by the
Carter Administration. "At lhe end
of lhe talks, I was very optimistic,"
Tabatabai said. "Carter had accepted lhe conditions set by the
Iranians." The atmosphere seemed
favorable for an agreement: The
United States wanted the hostages,
and Iran needed military supplies.
This arrangement closely resembled the deal Casey allegedly
proposed in Madrid. There was one
importantdifference,however: The
administration's formula involved
the immediate liberation of the hostages, while Reagan's team wanted
to stall the release until after lhe
election. Fonner Iranian President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr told Frontline that "[i]f !here had been contracts with the Reagan-Bush group,
the hostages would have been let go
six months before lhe U.S. elections."
Despite agreement between
Washington and Teheran on the
hostage-anns quid pro qou, the Iranian Government seemed to put lhe
issue on ice. According to one
former member of the Iranian
parliment, Ahmad Salamatian, the
hostages could have been released
a early as June:
What happened? In October,
according to Sick:'s rcdonstruction
of events, Casey's met in Paris with
representatives of the Iranian and
I rael governments. Final agreement was reached on the proposals
first advanced earlier that year in
Madrid: Iran would not release the
hostages until after lhe election, and
Israel would ship arms and spare
parts LO Iran.
Ari Ben-Menashe says he was
one of several Israelis sent to Paris
al Casey's request to help cordinate
arms deliveries. "The Iranians were
basically willing to release the
Americans the ho tages immediately," he told Frontline . The
Reagan negotiators said to wait till
January. "The Iranians were saying, 'Just give u the money and you
can get your guys."'
Did George Bush accompany
his future national security advisor
toParis? "ALleascfiveofthe sources
who say they were in Paris in connection with these meetings insist
that George Bush was present for at
least one meeting," Sick: wrote in
the Times. "Three of the sources
say they saw him !here."
The hostages were finally released on Inauguration Day. "Almost immediately !hereafter according to Israeli and American former
officials, anns began to flow to Iran
in substantial quanunes ...
To find out more about lhe October
Surprise, order a copy of the October Surprise Video and lhe Information Resource Campus Organization Paclc:et Contact the Christie
Institute at 1324 Norlh Capitol, NW
Washington D.C. 20002 (202) 7978106-ATIN: Erin Mantor

RAPE ...
Many people beleeve lhat rape
only happens in big cities. I too
used to believe this, thinking
Kearney, Nebraska was a safe place
to live. I once thouglht lhat the
University of Nebraska at Kearney
had a safe campus for women to
walk: around by lhemselvesat night.
To my unfortunate surprise I found
my first clue that Ibis was not true
one morning when I was waiting to
mail a letter at the UNKPostOffice.
I overheard two campus security
officiers talk:ing to each other saying, "Can you believe !here's 50
rapes on this campus a semester?"
Fifty rapes!, I thought Why has
Ibis statistic neyer been publicized?
It is my "th sis" lhat this problem is trying to be ignored. In fact,
the University has tried to civilize
the act of rape by calling it "Date
Rape," and "Aquaintance Rape."
The trulh is, all form of rape take
placehereinKeamey. Brutal forms
of rape, that I was nearly privy to,
where a woman walk:inghomealone
at night can encounter four men,
who emerge from the shadows reeking of alcohol, physically overpowering her, dragging her to their car
shouting, "Let's have a gang bang
baby!" and "You look like you're

at

UNK?

ready for a good time!" as Ibey
force !heir hands inside her clothes,
down her pants, violating her womanhood ....
... Rhetorically I ask, Why
does the University of Nebraska at
Kearney and the city of Kearney
contiue to allow rape to occur and
spread by refusing to publicize about
Ibis problem? Why is there no a
map to pinpoint.the trouble spots on
and off campus? Why are !here no
emergency telephones on our campus lik:e the ones at the Universities
ofNebraska at Lincoln and Omaha?
More to the point, Why do we
continue to perpetuate lhe mylh lhat
at UNK, in lhe small rural community of Kearney, violent crimes like
rape don't occur? Why does our
administration and the city council
of Kearney continue to perpetuate
this false image? Why has nothing
been done to publicize the reality of
this crime so that the women who
attend UNK can take precautions to
avoid being the next victim. Unti 1
these questions are answered and
the appropriate actions taken, rape
will still be a problem at the Uni versity of Nebraska at Kearney.
-Anonoymous

This letter was recieved by a student along with several others
concerned with the problem of rape on our campus. We did a little
investigaJing of our own and the results are printed below. Also listed are
the phone numbers and addresses of some people in the community who
should be concerned about this problem. Let them know how you feel
about your safty and the safty of your friends.

In a ~ecent interview with Bill
Davis, head of campus security, the
Anti had a few questions about the
rape problem on our campus. When
a k:ed about lhe number ofreported
rapes on campus Davis replied,
"There have been no officially reported rapes to campus security."
Campus security has been aware of
"two or three" rapes of college students according to Davis but none
on campus.
"Yes, it's safe," Davis replied to
the question of our campus being
safe for women to walk: home alone
at night.
Davis said "issues of date rape
should be handled by olher organi zations" such as student affairs and
the counseling center in prevention
matters.
Barb Snyder
V. Chancellor, Student
Affairs
home: 234-1111
office: ~-8528

The Anti asked Davis about
whyourcampusdoesn'thaveemergency phones like UNO and UNL.
He said, "We're looking into getting
a few" but went on to discuss problems including money and lack of
dispatch office at night Davis said
campus security is '!Cleaning up
some lhings" before getting any
phones.
When discussing more lights on
campus Davis said Ibey are looking
into getting more lights but said,
"Campus is pretty well lit."
The problem of college parties
and it's part in rape was also discussed. Davis' advice was for "Girls
(to)staysober." Hewentontosay,
"It's a fact of life," drinking occurs,
and people do lhings they wouldn't
normally do.

Bill Davis
Head of Campus Security
home: 236-8947
office: 234-8517
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m uch of us. TIUl Great Chief
sends word that he w ill reserve
us a place o that we can live
c01nfortably to ourselves. He wiU
be our father and we will be his
children.. So we will consider
your offer to buy our land. Bm
it will not be easy. For this land
is sacred to us.
This shining water that moves
in the streams and the rivers is
not just water bm the blood of
our ancestors. If we sell you the
land, you must remember that it
is sacred, and you must teach
your children that it is sacred
and that1ach ghmtly reflection.

The following piece is Chief
Se aule 's reply to President
Franklin Pierce, who made an
offer for a large area of land in
ashington late that was occupied by the Puget S~und Indians,
wilh the promise of a reservation
for th.e Indian people.

How

can you buy or seU the
sky, the warmth of the land?
The idea is strange tow. If we
do not own the freshneu of the
air and the sparkle of the water,
how can you buy ihem?
Every part of the earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy
shore, every mist in the dark
woocu, every clearing, and humming insect is holy in the memory
andexperienceofmypeople. The
sap which course• through the
tree, carries memories ofthe red
man.
The white man's dead.forget
the country of their birth when
they go to walk among the stars.
Our dead neverforget thi.s beautiful earth,for it i, the mother of
the red man. We are a ·part of
the earth and it i.s a part of u.s.
The perfumed flowers are our
sister; the deer, the horse, the
great eagle, these are our brother,. The rocky crests, the juices
in. the meadows, the body heat of
the pony, and man aU belong to
the same family.
So, when. the Great Chief in
Washington sends word that he
wishes to buy our land, ·he ask,

in the clear water of the lakes
teU. of event, and memories in
the life ofmy people. The water's
murmur is the voice ofmyfat her'•

father.
The rivers are our brot.h er,,
they quench our thirst. The riven carry our canoes, and feed
our children. If we aeU you our
land, you mwt remember, and
teachyourchildren, thattherivera are our brothers, and your,,
and you must henceforth give
the riven the kindneu you would
give my brother.
We know that the white man
does not understand our way,.
One portion of the land i, the
same to him as the next,for he is
a stranger who comes in the night
and takes from the land whatever he need.. The earth is not
his brother but his enemy, and
when he has conquered it, he
moves on.. He leave, his fat her•'
grave, and his children•

bithright is f orgotten. fle treat,
his m<Jther, the earth , and brothers, the sky, as thing fo be
bought, plundered, sold like
sheep or bright beads. flis appetite wUl devour the earth and
1.eave behind only a desert.
I do not know . Our ways are
different from your ways. The
sight ofyour cities pains the eye•
ofthe red man. But perhaps it i.s
because the red man is a savage
and does not understand.
There is no quiet place in the
white man's cities. No place to
hear the unfurling of leaves in
spring, or the rustle ofan insect's
wings . But perhaps it is because
I am a savage and do not understand. The clatter only seems to
insult the ears. And what is
there to life ifa man cannot hear
the lonely cry of the whippoorwill or the arguments of the
frogs around a pond at night? I
am a red man and do not understand. The indian pe.rfers the
soft sound of the wind darting
over the face of a pond, ana the
smell ofthe wind itself, cleansed
by rain or scented with the pine
cone.

The air is precious to the red
man,for all things share the
same breath; the beast, the tree
the man, they aU ,hare the same
breath. The white men, they aU
,hare the same breath. The white
man. doe, not ,eem to notice the
air he breathe,. Like a man
dying for many day•, he is numb
to the ,tench. Bm if we seU you
OUT land, you mwt remember

earth befa.Us the sons ofthe earth.
Man did not weave the web of
life, he is merely a strand in it.
Whatever he does to the web, he
d oes to himself.
Even the white man, who e
God walk, and talks with him aa
friend to friend, cannot be ex
empt from the common d estiny.
We may be brother, afteraU. We
shall see. One thing we know ,
which the white man may one
day discover- our God is the same
God. You may think that you
own him as you wish to own t.h e
land; but you cannot. He is the
God of man and his compassion
is equal for the red man and the
white. 1'his earth is precious to
llim, and to harm the earth is to
heap contempt upon it'• Creator .
The whites, too, shaU pass; perhaps sooner than all other tribe,.
Contaminate your bed and , ou
will one night suffocate in y~ur
own waste.
But in. your perishing, you
wUl shine brightly, fired by the
strength ofthe God who brought
you to this land and for some
specialpurposegave you dominion over this land and over the
red man. That destiny i.s a mystery to w,for we do not understand when the buffalo are aU
slaughtered, the wild horses are
tamed, the secret corners of the
forrest heavy with the ,cent of
many men and view of the ripe
hills blotted out by talking wires.
Where is the thicket? Gone.
Where is the eagle? Gone.
Chief Seattle, 1854
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that the air is precious to us , that
the air ,hares it, spirit with a.U
th"1 life it supports. The wind
that gave our grandfather his
first breath also recieved his last
sigh. And ifwe sell you OUT land,
you mwt keep it apart and sacred, a, a place where even the
white man can. go to taste the
wind that is sweetened by the
meadow 's Jwwers.
So we will consider your offer
to buy our land. If we decide to
accept it I will make one condition. The white man mwt treat
the beasu ofthis land as hi. brothers.
I am savage and I do not understand any other way. 1 have
seen a thousand rotting buffaloe, on the prairie, left by the
white man. who shot th"1mfrom a
passing train. I am a savage and
I do not understand how the
,moking iron horse can be more
important than the buffalo that
we kill only to stay alive.
What is man without beasu?
If all the beasts were gone, man
would diefrom a great loneliness
of spirit. For whatever happen.s
to the beasts, soon happens to
man. AU things are connected.
You must teach your children
that the ground beneath their
feet is the ashes of our grandfather,. So that th"1y wiU respect
the land, teU your children that
the earth is rich with the lives of
our kin. Teach your children
what we have taught our childre n, that the earth i, our
mother. Whatever befalls the

REASONS TO GIVE THANKS IBIS THANKSGIVING

I I. You don't the rest of the year.
I0. You have the freedom not to eat yams.
9. You can now go to mall daily to sit on Santa's big, warm lap.

he frog does not drink up
the pond in which he lives.

GREAT HOLIDAY FOOD BUYS!!
Carob Chips
$1.85 @ lbs.

Date Pieces
$2.60@ lbs.

C

Spiced Organic Cidar :::
)
~---$_3.9_9_®_64_oz_._ ____,,
Short Grain Rice
SSC® lbs.

Long Grain Rice
.SSC® lbs.

Natural Wonders Plain
Chocolate Candies 2.59

HONEY BEAR HEALTH FOODS
2017 CENTRAL AVE KEARNEY

8. The Macy's parade cancelled the float of a nude president William
Nester . (Wasn't enough money to pay for all the flowers on
"mailing list" feature of float.)
7. Only day of the year when family uses .the "good plates" and says
grace.
6. You didn't have to bloody your hands by killing your Thanksgiving day Turkey.
5. Last Thanksgiving before Armageddon.
4. No "civilized" alien has discovered the U.S.A. and nearly exterminated us so they could build fast-food restaurants & bars.
3. Can use left-over yellow ribbon to tie bows on all of this years
. Christmas presents.
2. Thanks? For what?
1. Don't have_to eat Thanksgiving dinner (or a,ny other meal) at
TE X's cafe! !!

The -.tall of the Anti -Lope would like to apologize to
C\'eryone who has eaten at TEX's cafe.
When getting an advertisement for TEX's Cafe, We did not
misrepresent the Anti the University newspaper, the Antelope

as

In fact, the manager of TEX's was shown a back-issue of the
Anti-Lope, as well as having pre-approved the ad prior to its
printing!
We are very sorry for the mistake on their part too because we
can't affcxd IO give free advertising and TEX's refused to pay us.

234-2352

.. .Man Did Not ·W eave The Web Of Life
.

J

.

,,,

TODAY WAS A BAD DAY LIKE tB
-reprinted from WQffl411s Jounsal- Advocau
p.o. box 81226 Lincoln NE 68501

Saw whited clap during a sacred dance
.
Saw young blond hippie boy with a red stone pipe
my eyes burned him up
.
.
He smiled This is a Sioux pipe he said from h1s sportcar
Yes
I hissed I'm wondering how you got it
& the name is Lacota not Sioux
I'll tell you he said all friendly & liberal as only
those with no pain can be
I turned away Can't charm me
can't~ to know
thinking of the medicine bundle I saw opened up m a glass case
with a small white card beside it
naming the rich whites who say they
"own" it
Maybe they have an old Indian grandma back in time
.
to excuse themselves
Today was a·day I wanted to beat up the smirking man weanng
a pack with a Haida design from Moe's bookstore
Listen Moe's How many Indians do you have working there?
How much money are you sending the Haid.a people
to use their sacred Raven design?
You probably have an Indian grandma too
whose name you don't know
Today was a day like TB
you cough & cough trying to get it out
all that comes
is blood & spit

for Amanda White

Battle Won is Lost
By Phil George

They said, "You are no longer a lad."
I nodded.
They said, "Enter the counsil lodge."
I sat.
They said, "Our land is at stake."

I scowled.

They said, "We are at war."
I hated.
They said,

" Prepare red war symbols."
I painted.

They said,

"Count roups."
I scalped.

They said,

"You '11 see friends die. "
I cringed.

They said,

"Desperate warriors fight best."
I charged.

They said,

"Some will be wounded."
I bled.

They said,

"To die is glorious."
They lied.

Run To The Hills
White man came across the sea
Brought us pain and misery
Killed our tribes Killed our creed
Took our game for his own need
We fought him hard We fought
him well
Out on the plains we gave him hell
Butmanycametoomuchforcreed
Oh will we ever be set free
Riding through dust clouds and
barren wastes
Galloping hard on the plains
Chasing the redskins back to their
holes
Fighting them at their own game
Murder for freedom a stab in the
back
Women and children and cowards
attack
Run to the hills run for your lives
Run to the hills run for your lives
Soldier blue in the barren wastes
Hunting and killing their game
Raping the women and wasting
the men
The only good Indians are tame
Selling them whiskey and taking
their gold
Enslaving the young and destroying the old
Run to the hi!Js run for your lives
Run to the hills run for your lives

-Sieve Harr~ or Iron Maiden

POINT OF VIEW
Thanksgiving dinner's sad and thankless
Christmas dinner's dark and blue
When you stop and try to see it
From the turkey's point of view.
Sunday dinner isn't sunny
Easter feasts are just bad luck
When you see it from the viewpoint
Of a chicken or a duck.

Christopher Columbus and 500
Years of Indigenous Genocide
We call him Christopher
Columbus. The Spaniards
know him as Cristobal Colon.
In South America. many refer to him as Colom, and the
Italians, in an effort to intensify his achievements for
themselves, have labelled him
Cristoforo Colombo. But regardless of name history has portrayed him as a great conqueror and
discoverer. Notable authors have
glamorized his exploits through the
centuries: Irving, Whitman,
Emerson, Tennyson, Dvorak, to
a few.
1992 will be celebrated worldwide as the 500th Anniversary of
Columbus' initial landing in the
Americas. At least 38 countries
already have plans for commemorative festivities. Spain has already
elected to celebrate the explorer by
dedicating the Barcelona Summer
Olympic Games to his memory. In
the United States.aside from Washington, Columbus leads in place
names, and at least 20 states and
countless cities such as Columbus,
Nebraska, will hold events, no doubt
featuring parades, cami vats, and all
sorts of fireworks to ring in the
Quincentennial of America's discovery.
But not everyone will be rejoicing. For Native Americans and

name

thooe who understand and sympathize with their plight, the
Quincentennial will serve as a reminderof 500 years of cultural genocide, as well as five centuries of
Native resistance to that oppression. Colonization brought mostly
misery to the indigenous people of
the Americas. The bloodshed and
abuse of the people whom the settlers labelled as savages began from
the moment Columbus landed on
the island of Cuba and continues
today.
Although they are no longer
slaughtered in the numbers they
once were, the indigenous people
of rainforest areas throughout the
Americas face an increasingly grave
threat to the mutually respectful
relationship with the forests which
have traditionally housed and fed
them. This year as you sit with your
families at Thanksgiving remember the true discoverers of this land,
and the tribes of indigenous. people
that are still fighting against oppression in the rainforests. Do not
participate in the Quincentennial
celebrations, in fact protest them .
Get in touch with Native American
organizations such as our campus'
Native Americans in Higher Education_. Pressure the government
and other appropriate organizations
to declare 1992 the "Year of Human
Rights for Indigenous Peoples."

Kirklands
Kollectibles
Large selection of collectibles

Oh how I once loved tuna salad
Pork and lobsters, lamb chops too
Till I stopped and looked at dinner
From the dinner's point o:: vie w.

The

Vintage Clothes
• ...,.•~ .fi1l~.,.• ~ llli111
~,.~,
n r@;rr.~-•.~•.~
A roon1 .full of 111ens and
won1ens dresses . shirts. etc!

41Mttt !=!•:•l·/.¥0:Jcl•)f•1=ittemea·
HWY 30 & AVE "A"
KEARNEY NE

(308) 234-1992

closed mondays

MORN OF P\.EMTY

He

is Merely A Strand In It.'' -Chief Seattle

D..,R.-.,

Muchos gracious for the mail in the
box. It has been everything from
disgusting to enlightening and all
corrcspondance is appreciated. Our
box is much more than a lifeless mail
slot locked behind a little metal door.
Our box is the Anti's lifeline to the
campus; a window to the world from
which infonnation is shared to you the
reader. Without swdent, faculty (ad·
ministtation?) imput, our paper would
be static and without merrit. Our
misson is to be a voice to those who
have been silenced.
We will try to print as many submissions as will fit and please don't get
discouraged if you doo't see your letter printed. Unfortuneately we don't
have the bucks to print everything we
get (it would make for a very large
paper.)
One thing you might not see to
much of is our love and hate mail.
Although this is extreamly interesting
(especially the hate selections) and
are filled with emotions, it is quickly
_ becoming an old topic. It is no great
shock that the Anti is hated by some
and loved by others with endless shades
of indifference in between. This we
know. The time has come to rise
above this eternal questioning of the
good or evil nalllr e of the Anti-Lope.
The Anti is here and no one is going to
"hate it away." The true question lies
not in the printed page but the minds
thatcrcatethem .... What will your mind
create?

-Todd Anderson

who pursues truth, and many
Dear Anti,
of
these people haven't the faintFinally got to read your infaest
interest in truth. Those who
mous publication and want to
practice this questionable practell you that I'm glad that there
tice of"political correctness" are
is someone out there willing to
nothing less than intellectual
deviate from the "norm" in the
bullies and opportunists who
media business and is dedicated
use any method possible to
to our freedom of speech and
achieve dominance. They rethought. I would appreciate
mind me of Hitler's Brownshirts
theopportunitytoexpresssome
and should be regarded in much
of my own thoughts and see if
the same manner.
you will put your mind where
your mouth is. First, I agree Advocacy journalism is another
that honest journalism must area that is abused in the media.
admit to bias when it exists. To report facts and to interpret
Most of the media doesn't have facts in a manner designed to
the integrity nor the guts to "tell align the readers' opinion to
it like it is." They present their those of the writer are two enown views as "truth" and the
tirely different things. Advoaverage consumer takes that cacy journalism does have its
interpretation as gospel.
place; on the editorial page or in
Currently, the media and
publication whose purpose is
educational establishment and
to influence the readers, such as
their underwriters are employ- an environmentally conscious
ing the concept of "Political
publication, a political publicaCorrectness" to successfully
tion, and other such issuesbully people into intellectual
oriented media. This form of
and political submission. The
journalism, when used in the
concept has been around a long
print, televised, or radio media
time, practiced to perfection by and presented as "objective
the nobs in the private
reporting" is practiced by those
clubrooms and by bigots wear·
who cannot support their aring white sh ts, then picked
guments in a sufficiently logical
up by so-called liberal profes- . manner otherwise. lntellectu·
sors who use their position to
ally, they are pigmies and cowintimidate students and colards.
leagues for the purpose of
You state in Mission Statesquelching ideas and values that
ment that you do not believe in
they do not share. I say soobjective journalism. I can
called because my definition of
understand your skepticism, I
a true intellectual liberal is one
doubt that you have ever been

exposedtoobjectivejoumalism,
at least not enough to recognize
it. I do happen to believe in the
concept of objective journalism.
I also appreciate discussions of
admitted biases, in the editorial
section where readers know that
articles are opinions that reflect
the philosophies and values of
the writer. Writers who feel
that they must "sneak" value
judgements onto the consumers are insecure in their own
beliefs and are insulting their
readers abilities to form valid
opinions when presented with
full and accurate information.
You also state that you "serve
as an outlet for people, who
mighthaveotherwiseremained
silent to express themselves
without fear of persecution." I
can honestly say that, if you are
really committed to that statement, I hope you can hang in
there. Nobody else in this area
will do that unless you buy a
page. Lousy capitalist pigs!
Speaking of capitalists, you
seem to have a problem with
th m. I have a problem with
capitalists when it is unfettered
and free to do whatever it
chooses. Almost .always, it results in abuse of resources and
people. As in many systems,
there are usually two things that
rise to the top; cream and scum.
Pure capitalism and pure socialism, when left unchecked,
leave those two groups who rise

Nov. 17, 1991

WHEN YOUR HAIR
FALLS OUT IT
GROWS BACK
WHITE
••• FIND OUT WHY December 5th-8th
and 15th· 18th at Alpha Psi Omega's
production of

The Children's Hair Turned White
Reserve your tickets NOW! 234-8417

letter to the editor

To all citizens,
We are living in the land of the free.
Free lo choose what we do, how we do
it,whenwedoiL Weliveinacowitry
where we can speak our ideas, our
opinions, our concerns. But we are not
without fault. We then ask why.
There are nwnerous problems in
our world. our country, our state and
our oomrnunity. We sit around on our
apathetic butts com- plaining of all the
"wrongi" in our lives, but most of us
don't do anything about iL You're
saying to your selves, I know this. If
you do then GET UPI TAKE A
ST AND! or our government and its
branches that reach all the way down to
our local authorities will stifle us.
Enough of the political rhetoric, we
have three issues to adress: Aids,
Kearney School Bond and a Drinker
Who Drives.
1. It is too bad it takes a celebrity to
make President Bush allocate more
money into research for an AIDS cure.
All those heterosexuals, homosexuals
and intravenous drug abusers died in
vain. On the other hand, there had been
evidences surfacing that suggests a
"hush" group of people developed this
virus to getridofhomosexuality, but it
got out of hand. Anyway, anybody can
get it! Use your brain not your hormones! Protect yourself!
2. We are all for improving our
education but thae are better altema-

to the top with the power and
freedom to do as the like; and
the remainder of the population must survive as best they
can. My preference is for free
and fair enterprise, a system
that is.markedly different from
raw capitalism. Fair and free
are the key words that must go
hand in hand to make the system work. Fairness is an ingredient that must be passed between employers, employees,
customers, vendors, a neighbors, and the environment; and
it is the ingredient that is sorely
lacking in our society. Fairness
is the implementation of the
Golden Rule. When we see
problems with our system,
many times fairness is the missing factor that presents us with
the solutions that we are looking for. Free enterprise is the
machinery by you can achieve
most of your goals of liberation
if you use it well and with a
healthy dose of fairness. When
we look to gevemment for solutions to our problems, many
of the solutions will come in the
form of enforcing "fairness"
regulations that are necessary
to protect us from the opportunists, and the criminal set that
exist thoughout our system.

Daddy Warbucks

tives than crushing us with a "hard" tax
for the next 25 years. RENTERS, it
does effect you. Your landlord .Y!'.fil
raise your rent to compensate for the
giant tax hike. Be aware, listen and
read alternative ways when the vote
comes around again.
3. Let's strip away the hypocrisy
implicit laws that are only enforced
against the poor, the minorities and just
about everyone who is not a high ranking official in our local. state and national government. Case in point- A
certain local prosecuting attorney was
drinking one night. He drove onto
private property and hit a house. The
vehicle was turned off when officers
arrived. They didn't give him the breath
tesL lnere wasn't an arresL What's
wrong with this pictUTe? It's a miracle
he didn't hit anybody. But we have to
remember, only common folk get arrested. This person is known to abuse
alcohol, ask any bar establishmenL If
we were caught drinking and driving,
would it be justified for him to prosecute us? As the evidence mounts,
look forward to signing a petition, asking him to resign.
We need to fight against the injustice brought down on all blaclc, white,
Indian. hispanic, ere. The common
folk need to make a stand. Under
GOD'S law- we are all equal. Let's
stan treating each other that way.
Searching for Equality and Justice,
Tim Echternach
Cathy McDonald
Frank Wemiclce
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The game

In o normol stote ...
blonde heir flowing
blue eyes cleor
pole featureless foce
she seems sincere
After testing her brew ...
she starts roting her heir
eyes go wild Jumping here end there
her featureless foce now red with heot
the drunken store scores me deep
When she Is cirunk ...
she opens her mouth to talk
I heor e sarcastic drunk
her memory lost, her memory lost
she cries In self pity
I cry In grief.

don't tie me down
don't hold me under
confusion
illusion
desperation
I'm sinking in this crazy sea
Good God, which way is up
control
What rules?
I fight
I win
don't you forget
I always win.
S.R.

--Deedo King--

✓,
Campus Security or Cash
Cow?
Paul Fussell, In Wartime, says
that chlckenshit can be Instantly
recognized because it bears at).
solutely no relatlonshop to the
unit's mission or to winning the
war. Consider the term "Campus Security." Does "Campus
Security" make you feeJ more
secure on campus? Is there
anyone who feels safer because
of the exlstance or activities of
"Campus Security?" Exactly
whose security Is It that "Campus Security" is supposed to
ensure or protect?
The sad fact Is that you are
less likely to be caught and punished if you rape someone on
campus than if you park In a red
zone without a sticker. (No one
has ever been convicted for an
on-campus rape.) Over 90% of
"Campus Security's" effort Is
dedicated to enforcing parking
regulations, which have nothing
to do with anyone's "security."
Parking regulation enforcement
Is, a la Fussell, pure chickenshit.
Rape a woman or vandalize a
car, and you11 never be caught,
but park In a facuity parking spot
and, by God, your grades will be
held, and you won't be permitted
to register for next term, until
you cough up some dough.
This last Is the key to the
situation. The reason "Campus
Security" exists Is to generate
$100,000 each year in nonappropriated funds for UNK
(pronounced "eunuch"). In this
respect, "Campus Security" ls
Incredibly cost-effective . You
would be amaz.ed (If you've never
recleved a parking ticket, that
Is ) at the figure which results
when you divide the number of

I
Exit my
Body
Conforming,
to the
Chair (and)
the rest
of
the
world.
Viewing
Life! (through)
stained glass
I's.
(lam bored)
(lam young)
(I amme)
And the
instructor
drones ...

e

s

Mother ...
you mode
Me!
(in your image)
and of a
god

What Happened to 'Leave it to
Beaver?'

=A

I awoke this morning to the
freezing rain,
and wondered when I would
go insane.
Everyone is in such a fucking
hurry,
and while under the stress can
only worry.
I sit and wonder why the
world's such a mess,
my God! My Lord! We failed
your test!
Greed, murder, sex is all that
matter,
all these fuckheads brain I'd
like to splatter.
So I took a hit of herb and all
was fine.
AH the problems lifted away,
and I
realized we should just live for
today.
Bring back Zepplin and Legal-

Biller Struggle
to the
End.

and all of our minds will stop
the endless ROT!

I

can
not

see.
Breasts, I
do
not
wanJ .

Blood, /
do
not
need.
Cursed,
for Ever.
(grandma's Submission)
(your slavery)
and
Confusion
(my rebellion)
3 generations ...
womanhood

;;;ng)

Evolution

officer hours worked. Administration considers the "Campus
Security" officers' salaries Oow by
the standards of real law-enforcement agencies) a cheap Investment because "Campus Security" generates a huge off-theIt
is
record slush fund.
sometimes
asserted that these funds are used
for acquiring ancVor improving
parking facilities. A simple look
about you at 9am on any class
day will cause you to dismiss this
assertion with contempt, and to
view as dolts those responsible
for planning in this area.
Now, all this Is to say nothing
negative about "Campus Security" personnel. Anyone who
has left her or his car In the
wrong place for ten minutes can
testify to their efficiency and
dedication. They pursue their
assigned mission with competetence, zeal and remarkable
courtesy. The officers' background and experience Is such
that I have no doubt that their
skill and competence could actually enhance some aspect of
"Campus Security" if their assigned mission were to do so. It's
not their fault that the mission
they have been assigned has
nothing to do with Increasing
anyone's security.
To the Administration:
1. If you're not going to

charge "Campus Security" with
enhancing the security of people
on campus, at least change Its
name to reflect Its actual mission. Something like "Parking
Enforcement" or "Non-Moving
Violation Monitoring" or "Statlona ry Infraction Control

Agency" or something suitably
acedemically meal-mouthed
would be more appropriate at
this point.
2. Make a truly public accounting of the funds generated
by parking fines. Sure, if Jo/e
Citizen has enough time, s/he
might be able to dig out figures
on what you did with some of
that money two or three years
ago, but that's not really very
forthcoming. I challenge you:
Tell us how much you collected
In the 1990-91 school year and
exactly what you did with It!
Put this information on reserve
at the library. lncicentally, the library Is anomer casn cow.
Every penny of the $20,000
fed Into library copiers In
1990-91 went to Founders Hall,
and the library must buy the machines, paper and supplies out
of its own budget, which might
otherwise be used to modernize
Its stock of books and periodicals!
3. Instead of (or In addition
to) forcing maintenance people
to fish aluminum cans out of
University-owned trash and return them to the University rather
than (horrors!) recycling them
themselves, why not use parkIng fines to endow some sort of
scholarship or buy library materials or accomplish some other
worthy (and accountable) public
purpose? At the very least, this
might reduce the griping that
"Campus Security" gets all the
time. If you assign a chickenshit
mission to "Campus Security,"
why not at least try to have the
chickenshlt produce some
worthwhile result.
Publius

ize pot

Jim Morelsin

Yma

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Dear Anti,
Why can't you spell?
signed, Yma
DcarYma,
Wut?
Dear Anti,
Why the hell haven't we heard
about the assults a nd rapes
going on around campus?
signed, Yma
DearYma,
NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS!
Besides, we live in a pri~tine
rural ebraska community and
those kinds of things just don't
happen here. But if you're not
satisfied with this answer, we
suggest you give Barb or Bill a
call.
Barb Snyder
Vice Chancellor, Student
Affairs
home: 234-1111
office: 234-8528
Bill Davis
Head of Campus Security
home: 236-8947
. office: 234-8517

Dear Anti,
Why do Mr. Spacely and Mr
Cogswell argue-aren't sprockets and cogs two different
things?
signed, Yma
DearYma,
It's refreshing to know
one isout there using their brain
on something that really matters. It's these age old cartoon
feuds that, if thoroughly examined, might hold the answer to
our global problems. If there
were more 1V humanitarians
like yourself, our nations' fac~
tories would improve; workers would no longer need to be

some-

disgruntled with their menial,
pathetic, monotenous factory
jobs, knowing that the corporate giant they are slaving under is content and happily sharing cigars with the competitions overlord. All the exploited workers would suddenly be pleasent to each other
and exchange smiles at the coffee vending machine. Before
long this boost in job satisfaction w ill increase p roductivity
na tion-wide. Our American
industrial boom will drag our
country out of its ressessive
domestic funk and bring us
back up to a prestegious position in the world market. When
we're on top again we can
throw our weight around and
bully those whimpy third
world countries. Soon we'll be
building our factories in their
backyards so we can exploit
their people and won't have to
go so far to dump our toxic
wastes...oh, back to your question. Sprokets and cogs are
both the same thing, '1ittle teeth
on the edge of a wheel or gear."
Bytheway, doyouknow why
the Flintstones and the
Hatrocks always argue?

Dear Anti,
I am w riting to give "Hopeful"
some advice. As you remember, he just arrived fro m Gibbon and wondered what we
did in this metropolis for fun.
Well, Hopeful, you might try
joining a frat. Maybe give student council a try. Just remember to stay away from the blue
guys on 3 speeds during the
weekends otherwise you'll become veryclosetoguys named
Biffwhilewaitingforyourparents in the Buffalo Cou nty detention Center. You might give
masturbation a try, too. Your
from a small town, so you probably already are very profecient in that area. You can always paste penises on the bell
tower.
signed, m .c. Thrasher
Dear m. c. Thrasher,
Thanks for caring. I'm sure
Hopeful is whacking off to
your advice but we thought we
could give you a little of our
own. Stop reading that trashy .
paper, the Anti-Lope, before
your mind is totally consumed
and you start hearing voices
telling you to start a revolution, start a revolution, start a revolution, start a revolution,

Dear Anti,
Just because people wear
their backpack on one shoulder, why d oes it mean they're
conforming? It's more confortable for me with a heavy
coat on to just use one strap.
signed, Yma
DearYma,
Obviously you don't have a
backpack problem or a conformity problem but a geographic problem. Your latitude is too far north; causing
you subconscious stress from
which your only release has
been to write stupid questions
to ou r paper. We suggest you
d itch the heavy coat and jump
the next greyhound to Houston.
p.s. don't fo rgetyour backpack.

,wt•

I went to the woods be,

cause I wished to live life

•

deliberately. to front only
the essentJal facts of life.
and see if I could n ot learn
what it had t o teach. and
not. when I came to die.
discover that I had not lived.
1 did not wish to llve what
was not life. living ls so
dear; nor dJd I wish to prac-

tJce resignation. unless It
was q uite necessary.
I

•

•

••
•
:
•

revolution-

Dear Anti,
Why are you so immature?

unsigned
Dear Unsigned,
I know you are but what am I?

••

wanted to live deep and
suck out all the marrow of
life. to live so sturdJly and
Spartan-likeas to put to
rout an that was not life. to
cut a broad swath and shave
close. to drive life into a
corner. and reduce It to Its
lowest term s. ·a nd If It
proved to be mean. why
then to get the whole and
genuine meanness oflt. and
publish its meanness to the
world; or if it were sublime.
to know It by experience.
and be able to give a true
account of It In my next
excursion. For most men.•
It appears to me. are In a
strange uncertainty about
It. whether It be of the devil
or of God. and bave somewhat bastJly concluded that
It Is the chief end of man to
bere to ·"Glorify God and
enjoy Him forever.·

-Henry David Thoreau

•All you need In life is
Ignorance and confidence.
and then success Is sure.·
-Mark T wain

• What I like in an author
is not what he says, but
what he whispers.·

-Logan Smith
-rhe most pathetic person In the world ls someone who has sight but no
vision·

-Helen Keller
"And now here Is my secret. a very simple secret:
It ls only with the heart that
one can see rlgbUy; what Is
essential Is Invisible to the
eye.·

-Antoine de Saint Exupery
The Little Prince

Bumper Sticker for a buck, Send us a Letter, fill out your
Book Exchange, Give someone a Hug, put us in your Will,
tell a Friend about us, recycle this Pa per, or put in an Ad.
8uy a

box 382 kearney ne

11. Sit down and watch the Pat Roberts show for an hour some

ight @ 10:30- Antler Snack Bar
Student Union

"Get your facts fir t; and
then you can distort 'em as
much as you please .·
-Mark Twain

Help Support the Anti-Lope

Rea ons not to join Young Republicans

Every Wednesday

-Susan B Anthony

Walden

Topll

"Come and visit us friendly campus
security folks at The Cave"

Modern Invention bas
banished the spinning•
wheel and the same law of
progress makes the women
of today a different women
from her grandmother.

time.
IO. Young Republican politician and ex-Grand Wizard of the
Ku Klux Klan David Duke and his faithful nco-nazi
ubordinalCS.
9. Young Republican= Oxymoron.
8. Brooks Brothers suits are to uncomfortable.
7. Young Republican leader and Grand Wizard of student
senate Bobby Caldwell.
6. Richard Nixon. Pat Buchanan, James Watt, and Jesse Helms
were all Young Republicans.
5. The 1992 Federal Budget.: $291 Billion on defense and only
$53 Billion on an already deteriorating educational system
4. "I don't recall any arms transfer shipments." - Ronald
Reagan, 1989.
3. "The President lc:new everything." - Oliver North, 1991.
2. You'll become boring in bed.
I. Right - winged conservatism = little change for the poor, the
sick , and the old, four more years of Bob's Briefs, Stealth
Technology, and pocket change.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Anti-Lope is a fr and
alternati ve newspaper d edica ted to our freedoms of speech
and thought. We serve as an
outlet fo r people, who might
have otherwise remained silent
to express themselves without
fear of persecution. We do not
believe in the so-atl.led "objectivity" touted as journalistic
standard by the mainstream
capitalistic press. To us, the
only honest journalism is one
withanadmittcdbias. TheAntiLope is biased in favor of all
liberating movements for social
change. As long as the day to
day struggl es of everyday
people continue to get buried
under the endless deluge of
"info-tainment," the Anti will
be here unc nsored and free for
all those who believe the power
of the press should be available
to everyone; not just those who

